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ABSTRACT Due to harsh environment, large number of sensors, limited energy, and spectrum scarcity,
intelligent sensing becomes a key issue to enable many practical applications in industrial Internet of
Things (IoT). In such an industrial environment with noise and interference, an efficient cooperative
spectrum sensing (CSS) scheme can achieve spectrum sharing between primary users (PUs) and secondary
users (SUs), and effectively solve the spectrum scarcity and reduce energy consumption to make the
IoT smarter. As a vital part of CSS, decision transmission (DT) between SUs and fusion center (FC) plays
a crucial role. In traditional DT, each SU will transmit its local decision to FC with orthogonal channel in
each sensing, which does not consider the packet error and packet loss due to noise during transmission,
and aggravates spectrum scarcity and energy consumption. An energy-efficient reliable DT (ERDT) scheme
is proposed to enhance CSS in industrial IoT, which considers both packet error and packet loss. First, the
CSS mathematical model based on DT is formulated. Second, with rigorous mathematical deduction, the
correct decision probability and the energy consumption are analyzed for both ERDT and DT based on logic
OR-rule and AND-rule under three cases, respectively: 1) bit error only; 2) packet loss only; and 3) both bit
error and packet loss. Detailed simulation results show that, compared with DT, the proposed ERDT can
increase correct decision probability and reduce energy consumption for CSS under three different cases.
When the existence probability of PU is 50%, the energy consumption of ERDT is only half of that of DT
in CSS. Furthermore, when there are 30 SUs in CSS, the existence probability of PU is 50%, both pocket
loss rate and bit error rate are 0.05, and the correct decision probability of ERDT is approaching to 1 for
CSS in industrial IoT.

INDEX TERMS Intelligent cooperative spectrum sensing, decision transmission, energy-efficient,
industrial IoT.

I. INTRODUCTION
Internet of things (IoT) is a ubiquitous network fusing
a variety of sensing technologies [1], [2], which provides
the connection of sensors, actuators, RFID tags and other
terminals, and has intelligent processing and smart control
abilities to enable a large number of smart applications
in the real world [3], [4], [33]. With a large number of
sensors in self-organized way and the integration of
advanced communication technologies, IoT can be used
in many areas, such as intelligent transportation systems,
intelligent manufacturing, food processing industry,

environmental monitoring, security surveillance, and others
industries [3], [4], which really will make the world smarter.
Such applications lead to rapid expansion of the scale of
industrial IoT [5], [6]. Meanwhile, massive data generated
by different kinds of terminals increases the burden of
packet transmission and spectrum resource in industrial IoT.
Furthermore, harsh working environment, larger number
of sensors will lead to energy consumption of power-
limited sensors [7]–[9] and spectrum scarcity [10], [11],
which will degrade the performance of industrial IoT
greatly [12], [13].
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Dynamic spectrum access with cognitive radio (CR) can
effectively improve the spectrum efficiency and solve spec-
trum scarcity problem [12], which makes second users (SUs)
opportunistically access the idle licensed spectrum of primary
users (PUs) [10], [14], [15]. Hence, joining CR in IoT can
meet the requirement of spectrum and improve spectrum
utilization efficiently [13], [16]. Since CR networks become
an important enabler for the development of future wireless
infrastructures and many kinds of applications in the
Internet [12], with considering the temporality characteristic
of radio environment in transmission, the combined
CR-based opportunistic networks and cognitive management
system is proposed to achieve effective configuration in
future Internet and IoT [13], [17]. Meanwhile, CR-based
applications, such as location, spectrum sensing, public safety
and disaster management, also make IoTmore affordable and
applicable in industrial areas [16].

As a key issue in CR, spectrum sensing plays a very
important role in CR-based industrial IoT. However, single
node spectrum sensing is unable to guarantee detection
accuracy due to limited capacity, multipath fading, shelters
in wireless environment and industrial applications.
Cooperative spectrum sensing (CSS) scheme can effectively
overcome the disadvantages of single node spectrum sens-
ing with cooperation between nodes. However, additional
energy will be consumed in local sensing, decision transmis-
sion (DT) and decision fusion in CSS.

In order to reduce energy consumption effectively, three
aspects are considered in CSS: censoring, clustering and sen-
sors selection. A double-threshold energy censoring method
was proposed in DT phase [18], where only one bit decision
(‘1’ or ‘0’) will be transmitted to fusion center (FC) for final
decision whether PU exists or not, which reduces the trans-
mission load and save energy greatly. Under the constraint
of detection performance, a distributed spectrum sensing
scheme was presented to reduce the number of sensors in
DT to save energy consumption [19]–[21]. A repeated game
model was adopted in CSS [12], where the participation num-
ber of sensors is treated as stimulation to promote sensors to
participate in CSS, where the time of transmission decision is
proportional to the participation number of sensors. However,
the complexity of repeated game is very high.

Inspired by the clustering, a decision node (DN) is config-
ured between SUs and FC to reduce energy consumption in
DT [23]. All SUs transmit their local decision to DN instead
of FC. Then DN makes the final decision and sends the
result to FC. An event-driven CSS protocol was proposed in
wireless cognitive sensor networks (WCSNs) [24]. Clustering
will happen only when an event occurs, and automatically
ends as the event ends. And the system will select appropriate
sensors to participate in CSS based on the distance between
the event and the sink.

To find the optimal threshold and eligible sensors
performing sensing under the constraint of the lowest global
detection probability and the highest global false alarm
probability, an optimal CSS was proposed to minimize

energy consumption [25]. However, with low signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), the proposed scheme will lead to high
energy consumption. An energy-aware CSS model was
proposed [26], which takes detection accuracy and energy
awareness into account in sensors selection. The scheme
firstly obtains the minimum number of sensors involving
in sensing. Then the likelihood approach is used to select
the appropriate sensors performing sensing. In [27], sensors
selection and schedule optimization scheme was proposed
to improve the energy efficiency, where sensors selection
minimizes network energy consumption, and sensors
schedule maximizes the lifetime of the network.

In order to improve the accuracy of cooperative sensing,
there are two fusionmethods in CSS: data fusion and decision
fusion. Data fusion might bring better performance, however
it also leads to more overhead and energy consumption.
Meanwhile, decision fusion requires less overhead, and it is
more suitable for energy-constrained sensors and terminals
in IoT. Following this way, an improved DT is proposed
in [28], which transmits all local decisions in the common
channel to reduce energy consumption. However, it will lead
to mutually interference in the common channel and affect
final decision [29], [30]. An improved DT based on OR-rule
was proposed in [31], where all SUs with local decisions ‘1’
transmit continuous signal to FC. And the power control
algorithm was proposed to reduce interference among con-
tinuous signals.

Although there are many efficient DT schemes in CSS,
several key issues should be addressed comprehensively in
industrial IoT. Firstly, regardless of local decision of DT
is ‘1’ or ‘0’, SU will transmit the decision to FC in each
CSS, which leads to unnecessary energy cost greatly. In fact,
according to logical OR-rule (AND-rule), FC only needs
to know whether there is at least a local decision ‘1’ (‘0’)
from SUs, and then it is able to make the final decision
effectively. Secondly, most CSS schemes assume that the
channel between SUs and FC is noise-free [32]–[34], which
is far away from the harsh environment of industrial IoT, and
may lead to fallacious decision. Furthermore, the existing
schemes don’t consider the packet error and packet loss
due to noise and transmission, which aggravate spectrum
scarcity and energy consumption. Finally, some existing
DT algorithms use the same channel to transmit continuous
signal to FC, which is difficult to solve interference among
sensors with limited energy and capacity.

This paper proposes an energy-efficient reliable decision
transmission (ERDT) scheme for intelligent CSS in indus-
trial IoT. The main contributions of the paper are summarized
as follows:

1) CSS model based on ERDT is formulated, which con-
siders both logical OR-rule and AND-rule.

2) ERDT considers both the packet error and packet loss
due to noise interference and transmission in industrial IoT.
Based on rigorous mathematical deduction, the correct deci-
sion probability and energy consumption are analyzed for
both ERDT and DT under logical OR-rule and AND-rule in
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three cases respectively: only bit error (noise interference),
only packet loss (transmission error), and both bit error and
packet loss (both cases).

3) ERDT improves correct decision probability in two
aspects. On one hand, only SUs with decision ‘0’ (‘1’) will
transmit local decisions to FC in OR-rule (AND-rule), which
avoids the packet loss and interference, and also reduces
energy consumption evidently. On the other hand, whatever
decision FC receives, the decision will be considered
as ‘0’ (‘1’) under OR-rule (AND-rule), which degrades
negative influence of bit errors in transmission.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the ERDT scheme, and correct decision probability
and energy consumption are analyzed in detail. Section III
validates the effectiveness of the proposed scheme by simu-
lations. Finally, Section IV concludes the paper.

II. ENERGY-EFFICIENT RELIABLE
DECISION TRANSMISSION
A. SYSTEM MODEL
In the system, there are N SUs and one FC, where each SU
transmits local decision ‘0’ or ‘1’ to FC in one orthogonal
channel, and transmission among SUs is independent. The
system model is shown in Fig. 1. Let S

{
S1 . . . SN1

}
denote

N1 SUs transmit decision ‘1’ to FC, R
{
R1 . . .RN2

}
denote

N2 SUs send decision ‘0’ to FC, where N1 and N2 satisfy
N1 + N2 = N . FC adopts a hard decision fusion rule, such
as logical AND-rule or OR-rule, to make final decision on
whether PU exists or not according to the received local
decisions from SUs.

FIGURE 1. System model.

Definition 1 (OR-Rule of DT): For the system with NSUs
in CSS, the SUs with local decision that PU exists will
transmit ‘1’ to FC, and the SUs with local decision that PU
is inexistent will transmit ‘0’ to FC; if FC receives any one
decision ‘1’ from SUs, it will make final decision D that PU
exists; otherwise PU is inexistent. The rule is given as:

D =
{
1, if C (‘1’) ≥ 1,
0, otherwise,

(1)

where C(‘1’) denotes the number of decision ‘1’ that FC
received from SUs. From the expression (1), we can see that
regardless of the number of decision ‘1’ received from SUs is
1, 2, or N , FC will make the decision that PU exists.
Definition 2 (AND-Rule of DT): For the system with N

SUs in CSS, the SUs with local decision that PU exists will
transmit ‘1’ to FC, and the SUs with local decision that PU
is inexistent will transmit ‘0’ to FC; if FC receives any one
local decision ‘0’ from SUs, it will make final decision D
that PU is inexistent. Otherwise, PU exists. The rule can be
expressed as:

D =

{
0, if C (‘0’) ≥ 1,
1, otherwise,

(2)

where C(‘0’) denotes the number of decision ‘0’ that FC
received from SUs.

Unlike DT, for the proposed ERDT under OR-rule, only
SUs with local decision ‘0’ will transmit the sensing result
to FC, and SUs with local decision ‘1’ will not send their
decisions to FC. TheOR-rule fusion based on ERDT is shown
in Fig. 2.

FIGURE 2. OR-rule fusion based on ERDT.

Definition 3 (OR-Rule of ERDT): In OR-rule of ERDT, if
the number of local decisions ‘0’ and ‘1’ received from SUs
is equal to the number of SUs participating in cooperation,
FC will make the final decision D that PU is inexistent;
otherwise PU exists. The rule can be expressed as:

D =

{
0, if C (‘0’ ∨ ‘1’) = N ,

1, otherwise.
(3)

where C(‘0’ ∨ ‘1’) denote the number of local decisions
received from SUs.

According to definition 3, whatever decision FC receives,
the decision will be considered as ‘0’ under OR-rule, which
degrades negative influence of bit errors in transmission.

In AND-rule of ERDT, when SU detects PU in the system,
it will transmit local decision ‘1’ to FC; otherwise, it will not
send the decision ‘0’ to FC. The And-rule fusion based on
ERDT is shown in Fig. 3.
Definition 4 (AND-Rule of ERDT): FC makes final deci-

sion D according to the number C(‘0’ ∨ ‘1’) of deci-
sion ‘1’ and ‘0’ received from SUs. If C(‘0’ ∨ ‘1’) is
equal to the number of SUs, FC believes that PU exists;
otherwise PU is inexistent. AND-rule of ERDT can be
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FIGURE 3. AND-rule fusion based on ERDT.

expressed as:

D =

{
1, if C (‘0’ ∨ ‘1’) = N ,

0, otherwise.
(4)

Similarly, in AND-rule of ERDT, FC will consider all
received decisions as ‘1’ to avoid bit errors in transmission.

B. CORRECT DECISION PROBABILITY
Correct decision includes two cases: absolute and relative
correct decisions. The former assumes that FC will always
successfully receive what SUs transmit. The latter considers
there is error in transmission or packet loss of SU’s decision.
For example: there are 5 SUs in the system, SU1, SU2, SU3,
SU4 and SU5, which transmits decisions (1, 1, 0, 0, 1),
respectively. In absolute correct decision, FCmust receive the
same decision set (1, 1, 0, 0, 1) without any error; While in
relative correct decision, FC receives at least one decision ‘1’,
such as (0, 1, 1, 1, 0), or (1, 0, 0, 0), where the two kinds
of sequences also are considered as the correct subset of
decision under OR-rule of ERDT.

In absolute correct decision, there should not have any
transmission error or packet loss. However, in practical indus-
trial IoT, harsh environment and noise interference will lead
to transmission errors or packet loss inevitably. Therefore,
we only consider the relative correct decision of CSS in the
following detailed analysis of two logical rules.

In order to analyze the correct decision probability clearly,
ERDT considers both the packet error and packet loss due
to noise interference and transmission in industrial IoT, and
we consider three cases respectively: only bit error (noise
interference), only packet loss (transmission error), and both
bit error and packet loss (both cases).

1) BIT ERROR ONLY IN DATA TRANSMISSION
Let H00 denote the probability of SU transmitted
decision ‘0’ and FC received decision ‘0’, H11 is the
probability of SU transmitted decision ‘1’ and FC received
decision ‘1’, H01 represents the probability of SU transmit-
ted decision ‘0’ but FC received decision ‘1’ actually, and
H10 denotes the probability of SU sent decision ‘1’ but FC
received decision ‘0’ practically. Let p1 be the bit error rate
in data transmission. Since only considering the bit error in
DT, it is assumed that the decision received by FC is either
‘0’ or ‘1’. Then the probability of DT with bit error can be
expressed as in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Probability of DT with bit error.

From Table 1, we can get the correct probability of DT is:

H00 = H11 = 1− p1, (5)

and incorrect probability of DT is:

H01 = H10 = p1. (6)

Lemma 1 (Correct Decision Probability of DT): For the
system with N SUs and one FC, there are N1 SUs transmit
decision ‘1’ to FC, andN2 SUs send decision ‘0’ to FC, where
N1 + N2 = N , and the correct decision probability Pe of DT
under OR-rule is:

Pe =

1−
N1

N
pN1
1 −

N2

N
(1− p1)N2 , if N1 ≥ 1

(1− p1)N , otherwise.
(7)

Proof: According to definition 1, when N1 ≥ 1, FC
should make final decision ‘1’ (PU exists); when N1 = 0,
FC will make final decision ‘0’ (PU is inexistent). In the
following analysis, we will consider the above two cases.
Case I: N1 ≥ 1
In this case, in order to guarantee correction of the final

decision, FC should receive at least one decision ‘1’ from
SUs, which includes the following two conditions:

i). When FC receives at least one decision ‘1’ from SUs,
FC makes correct decision that PU exists regardless of deci-
sion transmission in R is successfully or not. The correct
decision probability Pe1 is:

Pe1 = P (C(‘1’) ≥ 1 |N1 ) = 1− pN1
1 . (8)

ii). Similarly, if FC receives at least one decision ‘1’
from R, it will also make correct decision. The correct deci-
sion probability Pe2 is:

Pe2 = P (C(‘1’) ≥ 1 |N2 ) = 1− (1− p1)N2 . (9)

According to equations (8) and (9), the probability of
correct decision of OR-rule in DT can be expressed as:

Pe = Pe1 ·
N1

N
+ Pe2 ·

N2

N

= 1−
N1

N
pN1
1 −

N2

N
(1− p1)N2 . (10)

Case II: N1 = 0,N2 = N
In this case, all SUs in R must success to transmit

decision to FC for ensuring correct decision, otherwise,
FC would make fault decision. Hence, when PU is inexistent,
the probability Pe of correct decision is:

Pe = HN2
00 = (1− p1)N2 = (1− p1)N . (11)

This completes the proof.
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Lemma 2: For the system there areN SUs and one FC, there
are N1 SUs transmit decision ‘1’ to FC, and N2 SUs transmit
the decisions decision ‘0’ to FC, where N1 + N2 = N , and
the correct decision probability Pe of DT under AND-rule is:

Pe =

1−
N1

N
(1− p1)N1 −

N2

N
pN2
1 , if N2 ≥ 1

(1− p1)N , otherwise.
(12)

Proof: According to definition 2, when all SUs in coop-
eration transmit decision ‘1’ to FC successfully, FCwill make
the decision PU exists. Otherwise, PU is inexistent. In the
following analysis, two cases are considered.
Case I: N2 ≥ 1
FC should receive at least one decision ‘0’ from SUs.

According to the difference of transmitters, two conditions
are considered.

i). Firstly, SUs in S report decisions ‘0’ to FC incorrectly.
Secondly, decisions ‘0’ (≥ 1) received by FC are transmitted
by SUs in R. The probabilities Pe1 and Pe2 of correct decision
of two conditions are expressed as follows:

Pe1 =P (C(‘0’)≥1 |N1)=1− P (H11)
N1=1− (1− p1)N1 ,

(13)

Pe2 =P (C(‘0’)≥1 |N2)=1− P (H01)
N2=1− pN2

1 .

(14)

With expressions (13) and (14), we can get the correct
decision probability Pe of DT under AND-rule is:

Pe = Pe1 ·
N1

N
+ Pe2 ·

N2

N

= 1−
N1

N
(1− p1)N1 −

N2

N
pN2
1 . (15)

Case II: N2 = 0,N1 = N
In this case, all SUs will send decision ‘1’ to FC suc-

cessfully, and FC should make final decision that PU exists.
Hence, the correct decision probability Pe is:

Pe = HN1
11 = (1− p1)N1 = (1− p1)N . (16)

This completes the proof.
Lemma 3 (Correct Decision Probability of ERDT): For the

system there areN SUs and one FC, there areN1 SUs transmit
decision ‘0’ to FC. Let p1 be the of bit error rate in data
transmission, the correct decision probability Pe of ERDT
under OR-rule is 1.

Proof: In ERDT, only SUs with decisions ‘0’ will send
their decisions to FC. Since there is only bit error in the sys-
tem, whatever FC receives (‘0’ or ‘1’), the original decision
data actually transmitted by SU is ‘0’. After t time slots,
FC will determine whether PU exists or not according to
the number M of decisions received by FC. When N1 ≥ 1,
M must be less than N . And FC can correctly decide the
existence of PU. When N1 = 0, no matter what SUs transmit
to FC, FC will treat them as decisions ‘0’ and consider PU
doesn’t exist. Therefore, FC can correctly decide the status

of PU with OR-rule in ERDT. Hence we can get the correct
decision probability Pe is 1. �
Lemma 4: For the system with N SUs and one FC, there

are N SUs transmit decision ‘1’ to FC with bit error rate p1
in transmission, the correct decision probability Pe of ERDT
under AND-rule is 1.

Proof: According to definition 4, SUs with decision ‘1’
will transmit their decisions to FC. Hence FC will consider
all received the data is ‘1’ when there is only bit error in
the system. It can be seen that if N2 = 0, the received
decision number is equal to N , and FC can make right deci-
sion perfectly. Contrary, if N2 ≥ 1, the received decision
number is smaller than N and FC can also rightly determine
PU is inexistent. Similarly, regardless of whether channels
are occupied or not, the probability Pe of correct decision of
ERDT under AND-rule is 1. �

2) PACKET LOSS ONLY IN DATA TRANSMISSION
In this case, the transmission error is considered, and there
isn’t bit error caused by noise interference. Let T00 and T11
denote SUs transmit decision ‘0’ and ‘1’, and FC correctly
receives them respectively, and T0X and T1X mean FC doesn’t
receive decision ‘0’ and ‘1’ successfully due to packet loss in
transmission. The packet loss rate is p2. Assumption trans-
mission among SUs is independent. Then the probability of
DT with packet loss is shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Probability of DT with packet loss.

In Table 2, Y represents the successful transmission, and
X denotes there is packet loss error. Then, we can get:

T00 = T11 = 1− p2, (17)

T0X = T1X = p2. (18)

Lemma 5 (Correct Decision Probability of DT): For the
system with N SUs and one FC, there are N1 SUs send
decision ‘1’ to FC, andN2 SUs send decision ‘0’ to FC, where
N1 + N2 = N , and the correct decision probability Pe of DT
under OR-rule with packet loss rate p2 is:

Pe =


N1

N
(1− pN1

2 ), if N1 ≥ 1

(1− p2)N , otherwise.
(19)

Proof: InOR-rule of DT, SUswill transmit their decision
‘0’ and ‘1’ to FC. When N1 ≥ 1, FC makes the decision that
PU exists; otherwise (N1 = 0), PU is inexistent. The correct
decision probabilityPe is analyzed in the following two cases.
Case I: N1 ≥ 1
FC should receive at least one decision ‘1’ from SU,

namely there should be at least one SU transmitting decision
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successfully. Hence the correct decision probability Pe can be
expressed as:

Pe = P (M1 ≥ 1 |N1 ) ·
N1

N
+ P (M1 ≥ 1 |N2 ) ·

N2

N

=
N1

N

(
1− pN1

2

)
, (20)

where M1 is the number of decision ‘1’ received by FC.
Case II: N1 = 0,N2 = N
In this case, all SUs should transmit decisions ‘0’ to

FC successfully. Hence, we can get Pe:

Pe = TN2
00 = (1− p2)N . (21)

This completes the proof.
Lemma 6: For the system with N SUs and one FC, there

are N1 SUs transmit decision ‘1’ to FC, and N2 SUs send
decisions ‘0’ to FC, whereN1+N2 = N , and the correct deci-
sion probability Pe of DT under AND-rule with packet loss
rate p2 is:

Pe =


N2

N
(1− pN2

2 ), if N1 ≥ 1

(1− p2)N , otherwise.
(22)

Proof:When FC receives ‘1’ from all SUs successfully,
the decision of FC is that PU exists. Hence, the correct
decision probability Pe is:

Pe = TN1
11 = (1− p2)N . (23)

When N2 ≥ 1, at least one SU successfully transmit
decision ‘0’ to FC. The correct decision probability Pe is:

Pe = P (C(‘0’) ≥ 1 |N1 ) ·
N1

N
+ P (C(‘0’) ≥ 1 |N2 ) ·

N2

N

=
N2

N

(
1− pN2

2

)
. (24)

This completes the proof.
Lemma 7 (Correct Decision Probability of ERDT): For

the system with N SUs and one FC, there are N1 SUs with
decision ‘1’, and N2 SUs send decision ‘0’ to FC, where
N1 and N2 satisfy N1 + N2 = N , and the correct decision
probability Pe of ERDT under OR-rule with packet loss
rate p2 is:

Pe =

{
1, if N1 ≥ 1
(1− p2)N , otherwise.

(25)

Proof: According to definition 3, only SUs with
decision ‘0’ will transmit the decisions to FC in ERDT.
FC makes final decision with comparing the number M of
received decisions withN . And the SUs in S with decision ‘1’
will not send their decisions to FC. Once S is not
empty (N1 ≥ 1), M must be smaller than N , and then
FC makes the final decision that PU exists, which means that
the probability Pe of correct decision in ERDT is 1.

If S is empty (N1 = 0),M is either smaller than N or equal
to Nwhere the former will lead to fault final decision of FC
due to packet loss. The latter case indicates all SUs transmit

their decisions successfully. Then the correct decision
probability is (1− p2)N . �
Lemma 8: For the system there are N SUs and one FC,

there areN1 SUs transmit decision ‘1’ to FC, andN2 SUswith
decision ‘0’, where N1 + N2 = N , and the correct decision
probability Pe of ERDT under AND-rule with packet loss
rate p2 is:

Pe =

{
1, N2 ≥ 1

(1− p2)N , N2 = 0.
(26)

Proof: In AND-rule of ERDT, only SUs with
decision ‘1’ in S will transmit their decisions to FC.
Therefore, as long as R is not empty (N2 ≥ 1), FC makes
correct decision since M ≤ N , which indicates the Pe is 1.

When N2 = 0, all SUs in S have to transmit decisions
to FC successfully. Hence, the correct decision probabil-
ity Pe of AND-rule in ERDT with packet loss ratio p2
is (1− p2)N . �

3) BOTH BIT ERROR AND PACKET LOSS
IN DATA TRANSMISSION
In this case, we will consider there are bit error and packet
loss simultaneously in data transmission. Let P1 denote the
decision probabilities received by FC from SUs in S, and P2
is the decision probabilities received by FC from SUs in R.
Assumption that transmissions among SUs is independent.
Actually, each SU only sends one packet including one bit
decision (‘1’ or ‘0’) to FU. The following analysis considers
there is only one bit error and one packet loss in each DT.
Lemma 9 (Correct Decision Probability of DT): For the

system there are N SUs and a FC, there are N1 SUs transmit
decision ‘1’ to FC, and N2 SUs send decision ‘0’ to FC,
where N1 + N2 = N , and the correct decision probability Pe
of DT under OR-rule with bit error ratio p1 and packet loss
ratio p2 is:

Pe =


1−

N1

N
(p1 + p2 − p1p2)N1

−
N2

N
(1− p1 + p1p2)N2 , N1 ≥ 1,

(1− p1 − p2 + p1p2)N , otherwise.

(27)

Proof: According to definition 1, the following two
cases are considered.
Case I: N1 ≥ 1
In order tomake correct decision, FC should receive at least

one decision ‘1’ from SUs, where two cases are included.
i) FC receives at least one decision ‘1’ from S without bit

error and packet loss in transmission. Thereby, FC can make
correct decision depending on getting at least decision ‘1’
regardless of whether bit error and packet loss occur during
transmission for SUs in R. In this case, the correct decision
probability P1 is:

P1 = P(C(‘1’) ≥ 1 |N1 )=1−
N1∑
i=0

C i
N1
· (p1 (1−p2))i · p

N1−i
2

= 1− (p1 + p2 − p1p2)N1 . (28)
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ii) Another case is SUs in R mistakenly transmit
decision ‘1’ to FC with bit error but without packet
loss, which also makes FC do correct decision. And the
probability P2 of correct decision in this case is:

P2=P (C(‘1’)≥1 |N2 )=1−
N2∑
i=0

C i
N2
· ((1− p1) (1− p2))i

· pN2−i
2 = 1− (1− p1 + p1p2)N2 . (29)

Then, according to the expressions (28) and (29), we
can get the probability P of correct decision of DT under
OR-rule is:

P = P1 ·
N1

N
+ P2 ·

N2

N

= 1−
N1

N
(p1 + p2 − p1p2)N1 −

N2

N
(1− p1 + p1p2)N2

(30)

Case II: N1 = 0,N2 = N
In this case, all SUs in cooperation should transmit

decision ‘0’ to FC successfully without bit error and packet
loss. Hence, the correct decision ratio P is:

P = (H00T00)N2 = (1− p1 − p2 + p1p2)N . (31)

From expressions (30) and (31), we can get the cor-
rect decision probability Pe of OR-rule in DT with bit
error ratio p1 and packet loss ratio p2 is the same as in
expression (27). �
Lemma 10: For the system with N SUs and a FC, there

are N1 SUs transmit decision ‘1’ to FC, and N2 SUs send
decision ‘0’ to FC, where N1+N2 = N . The correct decision
probability Pe of DT under AND-rule with bit error rate p1
and packet loss rate p2 is:

Pe =


(1− p1 − p2 + p1p2)N , N2 = 0,

1−
N1

N
(1− p1 + p1p2)N1

−
N2

N
(p1 + p2 − p1p2)N2 , N2 ≥ 1.

(32)

Proof: According to definition 2, considering the num-
ber of decision ‘0’, if N2 ≥ 1, the PU does not exist;
otherwise, PU exists.

The former case indicates SUs in R transmit at least
one decision ‘0’ successfully to FC or SUs in S transmit
decision ‘1’ to FC with bit error. Hence, we can calculate the
correct decision probability P is:

P = P (C(‘0’) ≥ 1 |N1 ) ·
N1

N
+ P (C(‘0’) ≥ 1 |N2 ) ·

N2

N

= 1−
N1
N

(1− p1 + p1p2)N1
−
N2
N

(p1 + p2 − p1p2)N2

(33)

The latter case indicates all SUs in S transmit decision ‘1’
to FC successfully without bit error and packet loss. Hence
the correct decision probability P is:

P = (H11T11)N1
= (1− p1 − p2 + p1p2)N . (34)

This completes the proof.

Lemma 11 (Correct Decision Probability of ERDT): For
the system with N SUs and a FC, there are N1 SUs with
decision ‘1’, and N2 SUs send decision ‘0’ to FC, where
N1 + N2 = N , and the correct decision probability Pe of
ERDT under OR-rule with bit error rate p1 and packet loss
rate p2 is the same as expression (25).

Proof: According to definition 3, only SUs with
decision ‘0’ will transmit their decisions to FC. And FC will
evaluate the status of PU by comparing the number M of
received decisions with N . When N1 ≥ 1, M is less than N
and FC definitely decides that PU exists. Hence, we can get
the correct decision probability Pe is 1.
When N1 = 0, if M is equal to N , FC will consider

PU does not exist, which requires that all decisions should
be transmitted to FC successfully without packet loss. Hence
the correct decision probability Pe of ERDT under OR-rule
is (1− p2)N . �
Lemma 12: For the system there are N SUs and

a FC, N1 SUs transmit decision ‘1’ to FC, and N2 SUs with
decision ‘0’, where N1 + N2 = N , and the correct decision
probability Pe of ERDT under AND-rule with bit error rate p1
and packet loss rate p2 is the same as expression (26).

Proof: In AND-rule of ERDT, two cases are considered.
Case I: N2 ≥ 1, the number N of decision received

by FC from SUs is less than N , and FC can definitely rec-
ognize that PU does not exist. Hence the correct decision
probability Pe is 1.
Case II: N2 = 0, every SU needs to successfully trans-

mit the decision ‘1’ to FC without packet loss; otherwise,
FC can’t make right decision. Hence the correct decision
probability Pe is (1− p2)N. �

C. ENERGY CONSUMPTION ANALYSIS
Let E be the total energy consumption of DT from SUs to FC
in the system, Cti denote the energy consumed by SUi in DT.
E can be expressed as:

E =
N∑
i=1

Cti, (35)

whereCti is proportional to the square of the distance between
FC and the SUi, and Cti is:

Cti = Ct−elec + eampd2i (36)

whereCt−elec represents energy consumption of SU transmit-
ting one bit data to FC, eamp is the amplifier gain, and di is
the distance between FC and SUi.

In the following analysis, we assume that the energy con-
sumption C of each SU in DT is same.

1) ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN DT
According to the definitions of OR-rule and AND-rule in DT,
regardless of decision is ‘0’ or ‘1’, SU will send it to FC.
Therefore, every SU will consume same energy C to transmit
the decision. The total energy consumption E of the system
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within t time slots, under OR and AND rules is:

E =
N1∑
i=1

C +
N2∑
i=1

C = NC . (37)

2) ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN ERDT
In OR-rule of ERDT, if SU’ decision is ‘1’, it will not
transmit decision to FC. And SUs with decision ‘0’ will send
the decisions to FC. On the contrary, in AND-rule, only SUs
with decisions ‘1’ will report their decisions to FC. Hence,
we can get the total energy consumption E of ERDT under
OR-rule and AND-rule is:

E =



N2∑
i=1

C = N2C, OR− rule

N1∑
i=1

C = N1C . AND− rule

(38)

III. SIMULATION RESULTS
In the industrial IoT system, assume that there are a FC
node and multiple SUs nodes. And all SUs are uniformly
distributed in a square field where FC is located in the center.
If PU exists, the sensing decision of SUs is ‘1’, otherwise
the sensing decision is ‘0’. According to IEEE P802.22 [35],
the global detection probability Qd is 0.9 and the global
alarm probability Qf is 0.1. The energy consumption for
each decision transmission is assumed to be 1. The following
results are based on 1000 independent simulations.

A. CORRECT DECISION PROBABILITY
The correct decision probability Pe of DT and ERDT with
varying bit error rate p1 and the number N of SUs is
shown in Fig. 4, where the existence probability pPU of
PU is fixed to 50%, and only consider the bit error in data
transmission.

FIGURE 4. Correct decision probability Pe of ERDT and DT with varying bit
error rate p1 and the number N of SUs.

For DT, Pe will decrease with the increasing of p1, and the
smaller N , the faster Pe decreases. For example, when N =5,
p1 = 0, Pe is 1; when p1 increases to 0.5, Pe reduces to 0.66;
as p1 increases to 1, Pe decreases to 0.4. When N = 10,
Pe is almost the same value as that at p1 = 0. However, when
p1 increases to 1, Pe reduces to about 0.67, which is greater
than that with N = 5. Moreover, Pe will increase accordingly
with the increasing of N , and gradually tends to 1. Such
as, when p1 = 0.2, Pe are 0.78, 0.85, 0.91, 0.94, 0.97
and 0.98 respectively (N = 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30). The former
is mainly due to the increasing of p1, which reduces the
probability of correct data transmission and leads to degrade
the correct decision probability. The latter is because the
increasing N indicates the number of nodes in CSS increases,
which will improve the decision accuracy of CSS. When N is
large enough, Pe tends to 1. While for ERDT, no matter what
N and p1, Pe is constant 1, which is not affected by varying
N and p1. The reason is that, the SUs with decision ‘1’ will
transmit data successfully to FC in ERDT, and as long as FC
receives decision, which will be automatically considered the
received decision as ‘0’. Such twomethods increase the trans-
mission accuracy of CSS and improve the decision accuracy.
Hence, we can see that ERDT always outperforms DT in the
terms of Pe when there only is bit error in the industrial IoT
systems.

The correct decision probability Pe of DT and ERDT with
varying packet loss rate p2 and the numberN of SUs is shown
in Fig. 5, where the existence probability pPU of PU is fixed
to 50%, and only the packet loss is considered.

FIGURE 5. Correct decision probability Pe of ERDT and DT with varying
packet loss rate p2 and the number N of SUs.

As shown in Fig. 5, for DT, the curves of Pe appear convex
decreasing as p2 increases from 0 to 1 with different N . For
instance, when N = 30, p2 = 0, Pe is 1; with p2 increasing
to 0.5, Pe reduces to 0.92; and when p2 is 1, Pe tends to 0.
When p2 increases from 0 to 0.4, the number N of SUs has
a less effect on Pe, and the values are 1, 0.99, 0.98, 0.96,
and 0.94 (p2 = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4). While p2 increases
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from 0.4 to 0.9, N has a distinct influence on Pe. With the
increasing of N , when p2 = 1, Pe is 0.3, 0.16, 0.1, 0.07,
0.03, and 0.02 with N = 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, respectively.
It can be seen that N has little influence on Pe. The reason
is that, when there is only packet loss error in the industrial
IoT system, the decision accuracy is affected more by packet
loss ratio p2, according to the analysis of Lemmas 5 and 6.
The correct decision probabilitiesPe of DT and ERDTwith

10 SUs and 20 SUs are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 respectively,
where the existence probability pPU of PU is fixed to 50%,
and bit error rate p1 and packet loss rate p2 vary from 0 to 1.

FIGURE 6. Correct decision probability Pe of ERDT and DT with N = 10.

FIGURE 7. Correct decision probability Pe of ERDT and DT with N = 20.

As shown in Fig. 6, the correct decision probabilities Pe
of DT and ERDT gradually decrease as p1 and p2 increase.
While the Pe of ERDT always higher than that of DT. For DT,
when p1 and p2 are both less than 0.05,Pe is 1; when p1 and p2
are greater than 0.75, Pe is less than 0.7; as p2 increases
to 1, Pe decreases to less than 0.2. For the proposed ERDT,

when p2 is less than 0.75, Pe always is 1; when p2 is greater
than 0.75, Pe is greater 0.8. For the special case p1 = 0,
Pe reduces from 1 to 0.49 in DT as p1 increases from 0 to 1;
while Pe remains constant 1 in ERDT under the same condi-
tion. The results show that the correct decision probability Pe
of ERDT is higher than that of DT obviously.

The results in Fig. 7 show that, when the number N of SUs
in cooperation increases to 20, the correct decision probabil-
ity Pe of the proposed ERDT is always greater than 0.93.
However in DT, when p2 is greater than 0.55, Pe is less
than 0.9; when p2 increases from 0.95 to 1, Pe of DT
decreases from 0.4 to less than 0.1. It is clear that Pe of ERDT
is higher than that of DT. Furthermore, when p2 is greater
than 0.55, the correct decision performance of ERDT is much
better than that of DT.

The results in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 also show that the cor-
rect decision probability and stability of system are greatly
improved with the proposed ERDT. And the more SUs in
cooperation and the worse environment, the better perfor-
mance of ERDT will achieve. The results also demonstrate
the proposed ERDT is suitable for noise channel and inter-
ference environment to provide more reliable DT for CSS in
industrial IoT.

B. ENERGY CONSUMPTION
1) BIT ERROR RATIO AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Since the energy consumption E is same for the cases with
bit error, or with packet loss, or with both bit error and packet
loss, the results in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show E of DT and ERDT
with two fixed existence probabilities 50% and 60%, where
p1 increases from 0 to 1, and N varies from 5 to 15.
As shown in Fig. 8, when N is certain, the energy con-

sumption E is constant with the increasing of p1 in both
ERDT and DT. The reason is that, in DT, regardless of what
SU’ decision is, energy will be consumed by SU to transmit
decision to FC. Therefore, DT’s energy consumption only is

FIGURE 8. Energy consumption of DT and ERDT with the existence
probability 50%.
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FIGURE 9. Energy consumption under DT and ERDT with the existence
probability 60%.

proportional to the number N of SUs in cooperation. It is
obvious that E is 5, 10, 15 respectively (N = 5, 10, 15) as
p1 varying from 0 to 1. In ERDT, energy consumption E is
related to N2, since only SUs with decision ‘0’ will send their
decisions to FC. Furthermore, the value ofN2 is related to pPU
and Qd according to the expressions (36) and (38). When Qd
and pPU both are fixed, the energy consumption E will keep
constant too. The results in Fig. 8 show that, the larger N , the
higher E . For ERDT, when N is 5, E is 2.4; as N increases
to 10, E is 4.8; when N is 15, E increases to 7.2. However, it
is observed that the energy consumption E of ERDT is less
than that of DT, and is unrelated to bit error rate p1. When
pPU is 50%, ERDT’s energy consumption is only half of that
of DT, which indicates the proposed ERDT can save energy
consumption effectively and greatly.

The results in Fig. 9 show the existence probability pPU
of PU increasing to 60%. We can see the similar phenom-
ena to both ERDT and DT. The reason is that the energy
consumption E of DT is only related to N , and unrelated to
pPU and p1. While in ERDT, the value ofN2 will decrease due
to the increasing of pPU, which also leads to the decreasing
of energy consumption. It is easy to find that E is 2.01, 4.2,
6.2 respectively in ERDT, when N varies from 5 to 15 and p1
increases from 0 to 1.

Compared the results in Fig. 8 with those in Fig. 9, it
is obvious that energy consumption E of DT is not related
to pPU. While for the proposed ERDT, when pUP increases
from 50% to 60%, E decreases from 2.4 to 2.01 with N = 5,
and when N = 15, E decreases from 7.2 to 5.6. The results
show that the increasing of pPU will have a positive impact on
energy consumption of ERDT.

2) EXISTENCE PROBABILITY OF PU
AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION
The energy consumption E of DT and ERDT under OR-rule
and AND-rule with varying existence probability pPU and N ,
is shown in Figs 10 and 11, respectively.

FIGURE 10. Energy consumption of DT and ERDT under OR-rule with pPU.

FIGURE 11. Energy consumption of DT and ERDT under AND-rule
with pPU.

In DT, no matter what decision of SU is, it will transmit
the decision to FC. Therefore energy consumption of DT
in CSS only is related to N . And it can be seen that the
energy consumption E of DT always keep constant for the
certain N in both Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, regardless of vary-
ing pPU. As shown in Fig. 10, according to the definition of
OR-rule in ERDT, only the SU with decision ‘1’ will send
its decision to FC. Hence, with the increasing of pPU, the
number of SUs transmitting decision ‘1’ to FC will increase
too, which will lead to the increasing of energy consump-
tion. In ERDT, E tends to almost linear decreasing with
the increasing of pPU. When pPU increases from 0 to 0.1,
E decreases from 4.5 to 4 with N = 5, and from 13.5 to 12
with N = 15; when pPU increases to 0.5, E reduces to 2.4, 5,
7.4, 10, 12 respectively with N changing from 5 to 25 with
step 5. The results indicate the energy consumption decreases
greatly with larger N as pPU increases. Furthermore, for the
same N , E of ERDT is lower than that of DT obviously.
Another phenomena in Fig. 10, is that the greater pPU, the
less energy consumption. When PU doesn’t exist, the energy
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consumption achieves its maximum value in ERDT, which
indicates the proposed ERDT can implement CSS effectively
to make full use of idle spectrum in industrial IoT.

As shown in Fig. 11, we can see the similar results under
AND-rule. For the same N , the energy consumption E of
ERDT is always less than that of DT. E of ERDT increases
linearly as pPU increases, while that of DT keeps constant.
When pPU is 0, E of ERDT are 0.6, 1, 1.5, 2 and 2.5, respec-
tively; when pPU increases to 1, E increases to 4.5, 9, 13.5,
18 and 22.5 respectively. With the increasing of pPU, energy
consumption of ERDT tends to linear increasing; however
it is always less than that of DT. The results also show the
proposed ERDT can save power efficiently in AND-rule with
varying pPU and N .

From Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, we can see that the energy
consumption of DT is proportional to the number N of SUs
in CSS. This is because, either AND-rule or OR-rule, regard-
less of what decision of SU is, it will transmit the decision
to FC. While for ERDT, in OR-rule (AND-rule), only the SU
with decision ‘0’ (‘1’) will send the decision to FC. With the
increasing of pPU, the number of SUs with decision ‘0’ will
reduce. Therefore, the energy consumption of ERDT under
OR-rule gradually reduces as pPU increases; while the energy
consumption of ERDT under AND-rule will increase with
increasing of pPU. Compared with DT, in OR-rule, the higher
pPU, the more energy ERDT saves; in AND-rule, the lower
pPU, the less energy ERDT consumes.

3) THE NUMBER OF SUs AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION
The energy consumption E of DT and ERDT under OR-rule
and AND-rule is shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 respectively,
with varying pPU and the number N of SUs in cooperation
sensing.

The results in Fig. 12 show that, according to the definition
of OR-rule, the energy consumption of DT only relates to N .

FIGURE 12. Energy consumption of DT and ERDT under OR-rule with N .

Hence the energy consumption curves with different pPU are
same and proportional to N . And the energy consumption
of ERDT increases linearly with N . When PU is inexistent,
E is 4.5 with N = 5; E is 9 as N increases to 10; E increases
from 36 to 40.1 with N increasing from 40 to 45. When pPU
increases to 0.5, E is 2.4 with N = 5; and E increases to 22.4
as N is 45. When N is 50, the energy consumption of ERDT
is gradually decreased from 45 to 5 as pPU increases from
0 to 1. Whatever pPU is, the energy consumption of ERDT
is obviously lower than that of DT, and the higher pPU, the
lower energy consumption in ERDT.

FIGURE 13. Energy consumption of DT and ERDT under AND-rule with N .

As shown in Fig. 13, we can see the similar results that the
energy consumption E will increase linearly as N increases.
However, the energy consumption of ERDT is less than that
of DT in all cases. The results demonstrate that, compared
with DT, ERDT can significantly reduce energy consump-
tion, and the greater number N of SUs, the more energy
saving. The higher pPU, the more energy saving of ERDT
is under OR-rule. And the smaller pPU, the more energy
saving of ERDT is under AND-rule. The results also show
the proposed ERDT can degrade energy consumption with
varying pPU and the number N of SUs in cooperation sensing
in industrial IoT.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Reliable and energy-efficient CSS scheme is an important
issue in industrial IoT with harsh environment, large num-
ber of power-limited sensors, and spectrum scarcity. A reli-
able and easily implemented CSS scheme called ERDT is
proposed to reduce energy consumption and guarantee the
decision correctness in CSS based on decreasing decision
transmission. And the systemmodel is formulated as the com-
munication model betweenN SUs and a FC. The bit error and
packet loss between SUs and FC are also considered to depict
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the packet error caused by noise interference and packet
loss during transmission. Then, detailed analysis on correct
decision probability, energy consumption of both DT and
ERDT is presented with rigorous deduction in three cases.
Detailed simulation results show that, compared with DT, the
proposed ERDT can greatly reduce the energy consumption
while ensuring the correct decision probability of CSS in
industrial IoT, which is a simple, reliable and practical CSS
scheme tomake the industrial IoT smart to do correct decision
in interference environment.
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